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SFX SP June 2016 (4.9.0)

Multi-object Menu enhancements

KBManager enhancements

Dataloader enhancements

Additional enhancements

SSL upgraded to SSL 1.0.1s

Target Name Changes

GALEGROUP_IT_GENERAL_BUSINESS_FILE_ASAP changed to: GALEGROUP_IT_BUSINESS_COLLECTION – name and data 

CAIRN (all Journals targets): "JOURNALS" was added to target names

CAIRN_MONOGRAPHS changed to: CAIRN_EBOOKS_GENERAL – to better match collection name

Targets removed (as announced in the 20162000 revision):

SPRINGER_LINK_BOOKS_BEHAVIORAL_SCIENCE_2016 – collection is obsolete, content is available via existing and new Springer 

SPRINGER_LINK_BOOKS_BUSINESS_AND_ECONOMICS_2016 – collection is obsolete, content is available via existing and new 

SPRINGER_LINK_BOOKS_HUMANITIES_AND_SOCIAL_SCIENCES_GERMAN_2016 – collection is obsolete, content is available via 

IEEE_WILEY_EBOOKS_LIBRARY – content available via IEEE_XPLORE_WILEY_EBOOKS_LIBRARY

Applying the Revision
The following packages are released:

sfx-kbsw-update-20162400.run

sfx-kbdb-update-20162400.run

sfx-sw-update-4.9.0.run 

sfx-extra-update-4.9.0.run

For directions on applying the revision, refer to the SFX KB Update section of the SFX General User's Guide .
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Highlights
Multi-object Menu Enhancements
The Multi-object Menu was enhanced

- With an option to only show items with full text

- To allow customization of the Multi-object Menu from SFXAdmin 

 For this purpose we added a new template. This was necessary because this enhancement required extensive changes to the template and we did not want to risk 

affecting customer localizations. To be able to use the new functionality, switch to the new template (Multi-object menu V.2). To enable you to change to the new 

template and configure it, a new section was added to SFX Admin Center  > Set-up & Administration > Menu configuration. For this new template:

1. Wording can be changed via the Translations & Display section in SFX Admin Center. 

2. There is an option to initially show only objects with active entitlements. Users do have the option to use the Expand my results function on the menu to view the 

complete list of objects. 

Note: For new SFX installations, this option will be active by default. For existing customers, the option will be inactive by default.

KBManager Enhancements
Target list: A New indicator was added to the target list in SFX Admin Center > KBManager to identify recently added targets (added in the last 4 revisions applied to 

the SFX installation). Additionally, a new button was added called Show New in the same location as the Show Active button to filter the target list by new targets. 

Object/ObjecPortfolio view: ISBN13 was added to the KBManager Object and Object portfolio display. ISBN13 is now the preferred ISBN for display, and will be shown 

in the 'List of Objects' and 'List of Object Portfolio' windows. In the View Object and Edit Object windows, both the ISBN10 and ISBN13 versions are shown. 

Institute table: The list of institutes (KBManager > Institute) can now be sorted by column, and a note field was added for each institute and group.

Dataloader Enhancements
Object load: An option to upload Place of Publication, Publisher Name, and Date of Publication via dataloader when adding or updating local objects was added. 

This option is available both via SFXAdmin > Dataloader and via the dataloader command-line interface.

All Dataloader reports (all formats including KBART and Elsevier AutoUpdate) were enhanced to make it easier to identify which portfolios were changed during a load 

and what type of change was made. To support this, the following columns were added:

1. New object title column placed after the current ID column (ISSN/ISBN) 

2. New column with information about the type of portfolio activation change

For each row, the values Activated, Deactivated, and No-change were added to the report.

Note: This dataloader report is also provided for KBART and Elsevier Automated holdings file loading. It makes it easier to identify which portfolios were changed 

during a load and what type of change was made.
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Additional Enhancements
A Task Manager option was added to run tasks on a specific day in the year, for example, to allow running the offline2file job twice a year. The following frequency 

parameter can be used to define such dates in the following format:

specific_dates_<MMM-DD>

It is possible to specify more than one date by using a comma as a delimiter.

For example:  specific_dates_jan-12, mar-24,may-22

The task manager was also adapted to display these new types of scheduled tasks in the Frequency and Next Scheduled Run columns.

2. The INTERFACE_ID information was added to the MultiObject Detailed XML response for every target included in the XML response. The XML tag used is 

<interface_id> 

3. We added a gzip option for archive files in the Statistics > offline2file task 

4. SFX SSL version was upgraded to SSL 1.0.1s
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement Upgrade to SSL 1.0.1s Quarterly update of OpenSSL to version 

1.0.1s. Nnote that this update requires an 

extra software package is applied 

automatically during the Revision Update.

revision_maker/applyextra/extra.conf SFX-6153

SW Changes
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement Back Office - 

KBManager

Improve KBManager > Institute section UI. 

The list of institutes can now be sorted by 

column, and a note field was added for 

each insitute and group.

SFX General User's Guide 

and SFX Advanced User’s 

Guide

 dbs/sqltab/INSTITUTE.tab 

 lib/DBLayer/Institute.pm 

 lib/DBLayer/Institute.t 

 sfxadmin/institute.cgi 

 templates/js/admin/institute_setup.js 

 

templates/js/jquery/plugin/jquery.bootg

rid-

1.3.0/jquery.bootgrid.localization.css 

 templates/js/util/limit.js 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/add.t

mpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/edit.t

mpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/list_he

ad.tmpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/list.tm

pl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/wnd_h

ead.tmpl 

  

 revision_maker/applysw/patch-pre-

4.9.0-4.pl 

SFX-6102
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement Back Office - 

KBManager

Add a New indication in SFX Admin > 

KBManager to identify recently added 

targets (added in the last 4 revisions 

applied on the SFX installation) that can be 

activated. Additionally, a new button was 

added called Show New in the same 

location as the Show Active button to filter 

the target list by new targets. 

SFX General User's Guide  

 dbs/sqltab/INSTITUTE.tab 

 lib/DBLayer/Institute.pm 

 lib/DBLayer/Institute.t 

 sfxadmin/institute.cgi 

 templates/js/admin/institute_setup.js 

 

templates/js/jquery/plugin/jquery.bootg

rid-

1.3.0/jquery.bootgrid.localization.css 

 templates/js/util/limit.js 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/add.t

mpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/edit.t

mpl 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/list_he

ad.tmpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/list.tm

pl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/wnd_h

ead.tmpl 

 revision_maker/applysw/patch-pre-

4.9.0-4.pl 

SFX-5975
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement Back Office - 

KBManager

Add ISBN13 to KBManager Object and 

Object portfolio display. The ISBN13 is 

now the preferred ISBN for display and will 

be shown in the List of Objects and List of 

Object Portfolio windows. In the View 

Object and Edit Object windows, both the 

ISBN10 and ISBN13 versions will be 

shown.

SFX General User's Guide

lib/Admin/Object.pm 

 lib/Admin/Object/List.pm 

 lib/MetaData/ISBN.pm 

 sfxadmin/search_objects.cgi 

 sfxadmin/portfolio.cgi 

 templates/sfxctrl/object/edit.tmpl 

 templates/sfxctrl/object/view.tmpl 

 templates/sfxctrl/portfolio/list.tmpl 

SFX-5971

Enhancement BO KB Tools - Data 

Loader

Added an option to upload Place of 

Publication, Publisher Name, and Date of 

Publication via dataloader when adding or 

updating local objects. 

The option is available both via SFX Admin 

Center > Dataloader and via the 

dataloader command-line interface.

SFX General User's Guide 

and SFX Advanced User’s 

Guide

admin/kbtools/dataloader.pl 

 lib/Admin/Tool/DataLoader.pm 

 lib/Admin/Object.pm 

 admin/kbtools/dataloader.t 

SFX-5973

Enhancement BO KB Tools - Data 

Loader

The Dataloader report for object portfolio 

loading was improved by adding the 

following columns: 

1. New object title column 

2. New column with information about the 

type of portfolio activation change.

For each row, the value Activated, 

Deactivated, and No-change was added 

to the report.

Note: This dataloader report is also 

provided for KBART and Elsevier 

Automated holdings file loading and will 

make it easier to identify which portfolios 

were changed during a load and what type 

of change was made.

SFX General User's Guide

lib/Admin/Tool/DataLoader.pm 

lib/DBLayer/ObjectPortfolioInventory.p

m 

SFX-5969

Enhancement Front End - SFX Menu Add INTERFACE_ID information to 

MultiObject Detailed XML response for 

every target included in the XML 

response.XML tag used: <interface_id>. 

Developers Network at 

https://developers.exlibrisgro

up.com/sfx/apis/Web_Servic

es/OpenURL > Output > 3. 

Multi object detailed XML

lib/SFXMenu/Output/MultiObjDetailed

XML.pm 

SFX-6127
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement SFX Menu - SFX Multi 

object menu

Move the configuration of the Multi-object 

menu from the 

config/multi_object.config_ file 

to a new section in SFX Admin Center > 

Set-up & Administration > Menu 

configuration. This change requires 

significant changes in SFX template files. 

To reduce the risk of broken functionality in 

case of customer localizations to 

templates, a new template will be 

introduced with the new option, called Multi-

object menu V.2. In the new template:

1. All wording can be changed via the  

Translations & Display section of the SFX 

Admin Center. 

2. A new option is available to choose the 

type of objects to be shown (all or active)  

(see enhancement description below). To 

start using the new template, go to the 

Multi-object configuration section in SFX 

Admin Center > Set-up & Administration > 

Menu configuration.

SFX General User's Guide

dbs/sqltab/CONTROL.tab 

lib/MultiObject/Engine.pm 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/general_confi

guration.tmpl 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/simplified_an

d_mobile_configuration.tmpl 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/multi_object.t

mpl 

sfxadmin/custom.cgi 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/custom.tmpl 

lib/ContextObject/Engine/OpenURL.p

m 

lib/SFXMenu/Base.pm 

SFX-6040
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement SFX Menu - SFX Multi 

object menu

Add new option in Multi object menu to 

initially show only active objects - with 

option to 'Expand my results' to view the 

complete list of objects. This option is 

available only when using the new Multi-

object menu template V2 (and available in 

both regular multi object window and 

mobile version).

Settings: For new SFX installations, this 

option will be 'on' by default. 

For existing customers, the option will be 

'off' by default.

SFX General User's Guide  

dbs/sqltab/CONTROL.tab 

lib/MultiObject/Engine.pm 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/general_confi

guration.tmpl 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/simplified_an

d_mobile_configuration.tmpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/multi_object.t

mpl 

 sfxadmin/custom.cgi 

 templates/sfxctrl/custom/custom.tmpl 

 

lib/ContextObject/Engine/OpenURL.p

m 

 lib/SFXMenu/Base.pm 

 

templates/multiobject_v2/mobile/head.

tmpl 

 

templates/multiobject_v2/mobile/main.

tmpl 

 

templates/multiobject_v2/mobile/tail.tm

pl 

 

templates/multiobject_v2/mobile/new_

openurl.tmpl 

 templates/multiobject_v2/head.tmpl 

 templates/multiobject_v2/main.tmpl 

 templates/multiobject_v2/tail.tmpl 

 

templates/multiobject_v2/new_openurl

SFX-5968

Enhancement Utilities - Server Admin 

Util

Add the gzip option for archive files in the 

Statistics > offline2file task.

SFX System administrator 

guide > Statistics > 

Online2Offline

admin/stats/offline2file.pl 

 admin/stats/file2offline.pl 

 admin/server_admin_util 

SFX-6125
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Enhancement Utilities - Task Manager Add the Task Manager option to run tasks 

on a specific day in the year, for example, 

to allow running the offline2file job twice a 

year. The following frequency parameter 

can be used to define such dates in the 

following format:

 specific_dates_<MMM-DD>.

 It is possible to specify more than one 

date by using comma as a delimiter, 

For example,

specific_dates_jan-12, mar-

24,may-22.

The task manager was also adapted to 

display these new types of scheduled tasks 

in the Frequency and Next Scheduled Run 

columns.

SFX System Administrator 

Guide > Task Manager

lib/Admin/TaskManager/TaskCreator.p

m 

 

lib/CentralJobManagement/ConfigUtil.

pm 

 

lib/CentralJobManagement/Problemati

cJobs.pm 

 

lib/Admin/TaskManager/ScheduledTas

ks.pm 

 

lib/Admin/TaskManager/UIParams.pm 

 

lib/Admin/TaskManager/Task/Schedul

ed.pm

SFX-6093

Defect Back Office - Collection 

Tool

Fixed issue with running the Collection 

Tool if the Localization Tool scheduled 

tasks have been defined.

sfxadmin/collection2.cgi 

206847 SFX-6122

Defect Back Office - General 

(SFX)

Improve the threshold validation in 

KBManager to detect parsedDate 

thresholds with empty operators, such as: 

$obj->parsedDate("",1998,18,1).

lib/MetaData/Validator/Threshold.pm 

SFX-5662

Defect Back Office - 

KBManager

New validation was added to ensure author 

information can be added only for 

monograph type of objects in the SFX 

Admin Center > KBManager > Add/Edit 

Object window. For Serial types of objects, 

adding author information is not allowed.

lib/Admin/Object.pm 

SFX-5625

Defect Back Office - 

KBManager

Fixed the display issue in IE with target / 

subtarget display. The indent of the list of 

subtargets was too large when the plus 

sign (+) to display the list of subtargets was 

clicked. 

templates/sfxctrl/target/list.htm 

SFX-5073
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect Back Office - 

KBManager

Improve the display of ISBN information in 

KBManager, in pages where only one 

ISBN is shown (for example, in the List of 

Objects page). Sometimes an incorrect 

ISBN or ISBN without hyphens was chosen 

for display, instead of another ISBN also 

available for the object. This problem was 

fixed.

lib/DBLayer/ObjectIdentifiers.pm 

SFX-6075

Defect Back Office - 

KBManager

Solved the problem updating object title 

information in KBManager for non-Latin 

titles, if no language is specified in 

KB_TITLE.TITLE_LANGUAGE column for 

a specific object title. This problem has 

been fixed: updating titles is allowed for all 

objects, but the language of a local title 

should be same as global title.

lib/DBLayer/Title.pm 

SFX-6091

Defect Back Office - OpenURL 

generator

There were a few Apache error messages 

due to uninitialized values. The initialization 

for the fields was fixed.

lib/Admin/KBManager/Output/header.p

m 

SFX-6142

Defect Back Office - Proxy 

configuration

Solved problem with adding new local 

proxy configuration in the SFX installation  

and using it in the SFX Admin Center. If a 

new proxy perl module was added in the 

proxy directory, it does not automatically 

appear in the list of proxies in the SFX 

Admin Center > Proxy configuration 

section, because the list of proxies is 

hardcoded. This problems was fixed.

sfxadmin/custom.cgi 

templates/sfxctrl/custom/proxy_add_e

dit.tmpl 

templates/js/jquery/plugin/jquery.valida

te.min.js 

SFX-5565
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect Back Office - 

SFXAdmin - General

Fixed problems with links in the top 

navigation section of the SFX Admin 

Center.

lib/Admin/KBManager/Output/header.p

m 

lib/Admin/LocalizationTool/CGI.pm 

templates/sfxctrl/admincenter.html 

templates/sfxctrl/topMenu.tmpl 

templates/sfxctrl/institute_setup/list_he

ad.tmpl 

templates/sfxctrl/task_manager/head.t

mpl 

templates/css/sfx_admin.css 

templates/js/jquery/plugin/jquery.bootg

rid-

1.3.0/jquery.bootgrid.localization.css 

SFX-6103

Defect Back Office - Statistics Solved the problem when scheduling a 

statistics query via cron with multiple IP 

address exclusions. Only the first IP is 

excluded. This issue was fixed. 

admin/stats/main.pl 

SFX-2842

Defect Back Office - Task 

Manager

Fixed the warnings in Apache error log for 

some cases of the View and Edit task 

options in Task Manager UI.

lib/Admin/TaskManager/UIParams.pm 

lib/Admin/TaskManager/ScheduledTas

ks.pm 

SFX-5920

Defect BO KB Tools - 

Marcit!Tool 

Solved the problem in MARCit! with CJK 

data in MARC records. 

/exlibris/aleph/a21_1/aleph/cgi/augme

nt_sfx_ongoing_run.pl 

 

/exlibris/aleph/a21_1/alephm/source/e

xt/marc_encoding_workaround.pl 

 

/exlibris/aleph/a21_1/alephm/source/e

xt/marc_encoding_workaround.yaml 

00163159, 

00164978, 

00166403, 

00188048

SFX-5991
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect Central Job Manager When cleaning log files for the Central Job 

Manager, there was no specific period of 

time defined to save older log files. This 

problem has been solved. A flag was 

added to save one month of Central Job 

Manager log information.

admin/filesystem/clean_dir.pl 

SFX-6130

Defect Ebsco API Solved the problem with Ebsco API use of 

db_code information. The match between 

the parse_param db_code and EBSCO 

API response did not work well because of 

differences between upper and lower case 

values. This problem has been fixed by 

making the handling of db_code 

information not case sensitive.

lib/Parsers/PlugIn/Ebsco.pm 

 lib/SFXMenu/ManagerAPI/Ebsco.pm 

00194838, 

00215149

SFX-6076

Defect Front End - SFX Menu Resolved the issue with the time-out for 

Z39.50 plugin not working. The Perl 

module used by the plugin ignored the 

timeout value. This problem was fixed.

lib/NetWrap/Z3950.pm 

92802, 

126642

SFX-5266

Defect Front End - SFX Menu Added German translations for the Broken 

Link report. revision_maker/applysw/patch-pre-

4.9.0-1.pl 

SFX-5834

Defect General - KBManager Changed the KBManager behavior when 

defining institute specific activation for a 

target service. The default target service 

threshold is now copied when adding an 

institute from the target or target service 

page This was done to ensure that the 

Ebsco API plugin threshold is automatically 

copied for institute specific activation.

templates/sfxctrl/institute_edit/add.tmp

l 

 sfxadmin/institute_edit.cgi 

 lib/DBLayer/TargetService.pm 

 lib/Admin/KBManager/Institute.pm 

SFX-6099 
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect SFX Menu - SFX Menu Fixed the following two issues with the 

direct link banner: 

1. Problem with the display of the upper 

frame of the Direct Link Banner when 

embedded on a  different domain page (for 

example, Primo) 

2. Fixed the problem with the view menu  

link for a HTTPS setup. The link was fixed 

to point to HTTPS instead of a hardcoded 

HTTP.

Implementation instructions

templates/sfxmenu/mix_sfxmenu.tmpl 

194772 SFX-6030

Defect SFX Menu - SFX Menu Solved the problem with emails from the 

Report broken links feature not being 

received for some SFX installations, where 

the email server has been configured to 

not allow emails to be sent by servers that 

do not have a DNS entry. This problem 

has been solved by adding two new 

parameters in the 

config/mail.config_ file. Customers 

encountering this problem should specify 

the SFX server hostname in a new field 

called mail_from in the mail.config_ 

file, while making sure that the hostname 

specified is accessible from outside the 

local network. Additionally, a new 

parameter called 

override_from_value should be set to 

1 in the mail.config_ file. This ensures 

that the mail_from configuration value is 

used, instead of the server hostname 

(used by default).

SFX System Administrator 

Guide config/mail.config_ 

lib/NetWrap/Email.pm 

lib/CentralJobManagement/ConfigEma

ilSender.pm 

 

revision_maker/applysw/patch-pre-

4.9.0-5.pl 

revision_maker/applysw/add_mail_fro

m.pl 

revision_maker/applysw/foreachinstan

ce.pl 

config/exclude_from_pkg.config 

167702, 

171580, 

184460, 

185773, 

198161

SFX-5892
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect SFX Menu - SFX Menu Solved the problem with the library of 

congress target authors drop-down list not 

working in the advanced template for 

languages other than English. This issue 

was fixed. 

templates/sfxmenu/services/getAuthor

.tmpl.sp 

templates/sfxmenu/services/getAuthor

.tmpl.du 

SFX-5825

Defect SFX Menu - SFX Menu Changed the error message to clarify the 

case where SSL certificate files were not 

found.

admin/filesystem/ssl_config.pl 

SFX-6109

Defect Utilities - Revision 

Update

Solved the problem with SSL cerrtificate 

files placed in sfxglb41/keys/ directory 

being copied during the Revision Update to 

the local instances. To solve this, the SSL 

documentation and configuration script 

were changed. The file names now have 

__ (two underscores) at the end to avoid 

being included in the Revision Update 

symbolic link creation proccess.

SFX System Administrator 

Guide config/ssl.config.sample 

admin/filesystem/ssl_config.pl 

admin/filesystem/ssl_self_signed_cert.

pl 

219674 SFX-6199

Defect Utilities - Server Admin 

Util

Fixed the problem with Copy DB 

functionality when using the option --

withstats.

admin/database/copy_db.pl 

SFX-6178

Defect Utilities - Server Admin 

Util

Improved the wording for the incremental 

RSI build in the ServerAdmin Utility. 

SFX System Administrator 

Guide admin/server_admin_util 

 


SFX-6080

Defect Utilities - Server Admin 

Util

Solved the problem with the Central 

Maintenance Job cleanup_logs leaving 

instance Apaches logging to /dev/null. This 

issue has been fixed by ensuring that 

subfolders are not cleaned if they are 

marked as NODESCEND. Only the folder 

itself is cleaned. 

admin/filesystem/clean_dir.pl 201748 SFX-6101 

Defect Utilities - Server Admin 

Util

Solved the problem during the Elsevier 

Automated holdings file loading. If the 

DataLoader sent an exit command, the 

process crashed. This issue was fixed.

lib/Automation/Loader.pm 

 

lib/Automation/BuisnessLogic/Elsevier

SDUtilManager.pm 

SFX-6180
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Issue Type Component/s Summary Documentation Required Changed Files SF Case Key

Defect Utilities - Task Manager Fixed the problem in case of missing email 

addresses in the Task Manager. The code 

executed a "die" command which 

terminated the UI, instead of handling the 

problem with a proper error message.

sfxadmin/stats_scheduler.cgi 

 templates/sfxctrl/stats/output.tmpl 

 templates/sfxctrl/stats/filters.tmpl 

 templates/js/stats/main.js 

 

templates/sfxctrl/stats/Query_head.tm

pl 

 templates/sfxctrl/stats/list_head.tmpl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/stats/popup_head.tm

pl 

 

templates/sfxctrl/stats/scheduler_form.

tmpl 

SFX-5982
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Implementation Instructions
The following issues were fixed with the SFX menu direct link banner:  

1. Fixed the problem with the display of the upper frame of the Direct Link Banner when 

embedded in a different domain page (for example, Primo).  

2. Fixed the problem with the view menu link in case of HTTPS setup. The link was fixed to point 

to HTTPS instead of a hardcoded HTTP. 

If the symbolic link was broken to in the local SFX instances to the sfxglb41 instances, it is 

recommended to make the following manual changes to benefit from these fixes. 

File: templates/sfxmenu/mix_sfxmenu.tmpl 

Find the following line:  

top.document.location = url; 

Replace it with the following: 

self.document.location = url; 

Find the following line:  

var tm = top.topmenu.document; 

Replace it with the following: 

var tm = self.topmenu.document; 

Find the following line:  

 tm.write('<a target="_top" href="'+'<TMPL_VAR NAME="OPENURL" 

ESCAPE="HTML">'+'&disable_directlink=true&sfx.directlink=off<TMPL_VAR 

FLAG_REPORT_BROKEN_LINK>">view menu</a>'); 

Replace it with the following: 

tm.write('<a target="_top" 

href="'+document.location+'&disable_directlink=true&sfx.directlink=off<

TMPL_VAR FLAG_REPORT_BROKEN_LINK>">view menu</a>'); 
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Type of 

Change

Component Description Solution File List

Correction TargetParser Update the OXFORD::Reference target 

parser.

The target parser was updated to support 

additional linking syntax in Oxford 

Reference. 

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/OX

FORD/Reference.pm

Correction TargetParser Remove the unnecessary title in the 

ProQuest Dissertations target.

Linking to ProQuest Dissertations was 

improved.

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/PR

OQUEST/Diss.pm

Correction TargetParser Remove issue level linking from Scielo. Issue level linking was removed from 

Scielo, since it is not available in a 

openURL predictable format.  

lib/Parsers/TargetParser/SCI

ELO/SCIELO.pm

Changed KB Software
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Target Name Description Target 

Service

Linking 

Level

For More Information

AIAA_AEROSPACE_RESEARCH_CENTRAL_JOURNALS_

ARCHIVE

The AIAA was formed through the merger of the 

American Rocket Society and the Institute of the 

Aerospace Sciences. This collection is the content 

published by those two societies (1930–1962).

getFullTxt ARTICLE_

DOI

For more information: 

http://arc.aiaa.org

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_GENERAL French language Pocket Encyclopedias. getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_POLITICAL_SCIENC

E_LAW

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Political Science and Law. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_ECONOMY_MANAG

EMENT_FINANCE

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Economy, Management, and Finance. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_SOCIOLOGY_ETHN

OLOGY_DEMOGRAPHY

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Sociology, Ethnology, and Demography. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_TECHNICAL_AND_

MEDICAL_SCIENCES

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Technical and Medical Sciences. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_PSYCHOLOGY French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Psychology. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_PHILOSOPHY_RELI

GION

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Philosophy and Religion. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_LITERATURE_LING

UISTICS

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Literature and Linguistics. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

New Targets and Target Services
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Target Name Description Target 

Service

Linking 

Level

For More Information

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_HISTORY_GEOGRA

PHY_ART

French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of History, Geography, and Art. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php

CAIRN_POCKET_ENCYCLOPEDIAS_SOCIAL_MATTERS French language Pocket Encyclopedias in the field 

of Social Matters. 

getFullTxt BOOK For more information: 

http://www.cairn.info/a-propos.php
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